Yankee Hill Brick and Tile offers a wide array of rich, vibrant colors, and textures. With our unsurpassed blending capabilities we also offer you the design flexibility to use any combination of our standard colors and textures in any of our available sizes. When architects think Yankee Hill Brick, they think color. Comments like, “We knew exactly what color we wanted. And that’s exactly what we got” are typical. You can choose as few as 10% of one type brick blended seamlessly with as many as four others. This gives architects a choice of colors far beyond the ordinary. We also understand the need for shapes that extend the design range of masonry and have the expertise to satisfy your needs in that arena as well.

### Commercial Colors

- **Mojave**
- **Light Ironspot**
- **Medium Ironspot**
- **Dark Ironspot**
- **Light Red**
- **Medium Red**
- **Dark Red**
- **Maroon**
- **Peach**
- **Salmon**
- **Pink**
- **Rose**
- **Creighton Gray**
- **Dove Gray**
- **Plum**
- **Charcoal**
- **G-1**
- **G-3**
- **Flash Tan**
- **Flash Manganese**
- **Beige**
- **Light Smoke Bronze**
- **Medium Smoke Bronze**
- **Dark Smoke Bronze**

For brick with smooth and velour faces, Yankee Hill brick meet the ASTM C216, SW, FBX specification, otherwise ASTM C216, SW, FBA applies.
If your project needs pavers, Yankee Hill Brick and Tile has ten colors to match our face brick. We offer pavers in modular, split and true sizes.

**Paver Colors**

- Mojave
- Dove Gray
- Charcoal
- Maroon
- Medium Red
- Flash Tan
- Flash Manganese
- Beige
- Medium Ironspot
- Dark Ironspot

Yankee Hill brick meet the ASTM C902, SX, Type 1, Application PX.
Brick is a timeless building material that evokes a sense of quality and durability. Homes built with brick never go out of style. Yankee Hill Brick and Tile can help you make the perfect selection for your dream home.

Modular Residential Colors

Antique #111  Antique #212  Antique #508  #433 OV SF  #106 Oxide

French Colonial  Sandhills Common  Harbor Gray  Harbor Ash  Colonial Pewter

New England  Old English  Old Fort  Old Towne Tumble  Red/Tan Tumble

Tumble Mist  Burgundy Tumble  Harding Blend Tumble  Scarlet Crest

Engineer Residential Colors

Manchester  Calgary  Old Mill